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Trouble And Their Double Lives: Witness live CRADLE OF FILTH classics and fan favorites, plus two

brand new songs!

As fans anxiously await the studio follow up to CRADLE OF FILTH’s highly-acclaimed 2021 full-length

album, Existence Is Futile, the extreme metal legends led by iconic frontman Dani Filth have unleashed a

thirst-quencher of epic proportions - their first live album to be released in over 20 years, Trouble And

Their Double Lives, set for release on April 28, 2023 via Napalm Records. Recorded between 2014 and

2019 at different performances in the USA, Europe, Australia and beyond during their “Cryptoriana

World Tour” and dates following, the album serves as a time-capsule of blisteringly intense live energy,

and an astounding testament to CRADLE OF FILTH’s renowned latest era.

Produced, mixed and mastered by Scott Atkins at Grindstone Studios in Suffolk, England with recording

captured by Danny B, the brand new live onslaught not only features a slew of fan favorites

encompassing the band’s electrifying discography - such as “Nymphetamine (Fix)”, “The Death of Love”

and “Blackest Magick in Practice” - but also two bonus tracks and two entirely brand new songs, “She is

a Fire” and “Demon Prince Regent”. The songs provide a hefty taste of what’s to come on future CRADLE

OF FILTH studio releases. “She is a Fire” starts the album with a sinister riff, ominous atmosphere and

spine-tingling keys. Dani Filth’s renowned vocal delivery cascades in haunting screams and whispers atop

hair-raising guitar leads and unrelenting drums. “Demon Prince Regent” slams in with a wall of sound

and grim, blackened guitar leads before reaching a headbanging, bouncing chorus. Dramatic, score-like

symphonics encapsulate the melancholic anthem before leading into a speeding solo, proving itself as

yet another CRADLE OF FILTH classic to be.

Trouble And Their Double Lives will be available in several formats including digital, CD digisleeve and

multiple limited, colored vinyl variants, in addition to a Die-Hard edition and Deluxe Box - the latter of

which is limited to an eerie 666 copies. Make sure to grab your copy of this very special addition to the

CRADLE OF FILTH canon while they last!


